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Gangstang

Looking up towards the north-west ridge of Gangstang (6163m).
(All images Malcolm Bass and Guy Buckingham)

The primary aim of  the expedition in June 2016 was the first ascent of  the north-
west ridge of  Gangstang (6163m) in Himachal Pradesh. Gangstang lies near the 
Chandra-Bhaga river and is usually approached from Keylong (3350m) for the 
south-west ridge, the voie normale, from the Gangstang glacier. This expedition  
approached from the road head of  Naingarth further to the west. The expedition, 
comprising Malcolm Bass and Guy Buckingham with support staff, enjoyed excel-
lent weather and achieved its objective in short order.

Gangstang, reportedly first climbed by Italians in 1945 and again in 1973 
by a team from Calcutta, is most commonly climbed via the south-west 

ridge. Successful parties have approached from the Gangstang glacier to the 
east. In 2001 a Japanese party broke new ground, approaching the peak 
via the glacier below the north face and from here made the first approach 
of  the east ridge. In 2007, Martin Moran brought a commercial expedition 
to the Thirot valley. His team successfully climbed what they called Thirot 
Shivling (5324m), a prominent rocky bastion at the far end of  the north of  
Gangstang (PD-) and established a partial new route up a curving snow cou-
loir on the west face of  Gangstang before joining the standard south-west 
ridge (D-). (A local professor from a nearby college, Mr Suresh Kumar, told 

us the traditional name for Thirot Shivling is Neelkantha, which we use in 
this report.)

The expedition had originally planned to go back to Rimo III (7233m)  
in the east Karakoram. Rimo III lies near the head of  the North Terong 
glacier, a tributary of  the Siachen. This area is militarily sensitive and unfor-
tunately permission was turned down at the last moment, leaving us looking 
for a suitable project on an ‘open’ peak to avoid further problems. After long 
discussions covering numerous ranges and countries, with the help and sup-
port of  Martin Moran we settled on Gangstang. The north-west ridge had 
yet to be climbed and pictures from the previous expedition promised an 
excellent line on a peak reminiscent of  the Matterhorn or Shivling.

The nearest open peak is Phabrang (6172m) for which we applied 
through the Indian Mountaineering Foundation (IMF) and permission was 
duly granted. As a requirement of  the permission, the IMF appointed a 
liaison officer and we were lucky in being allocated Mr Parmender Sharma, 
a young, ambitious climber who was both friendly and amenable to our 
objectives. Our other Indian members were employees of  our agent. The 
application for this open peak took less than a month. Insurance for moun-
taineering above 6,000m remains expensive; the most cost effective method 
we found was an extended policy from the Austrian Alpine Club plus basic 
cover for lost luggage and so forth. Satellite phones are still an issue in India. 
Although there is the intention by the government to change the law ban-

A closer view of the north-west ridge. The peak was first climbed from the 
south-west in 1945.
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ning them, they are still not allowed. The use of  a satellite texting device, 
such as the Alpine Club’s InReach, was deemed acceptable.

We arrived in Dehli on 27 May and met our liaison officer and Rimo 
Expeditions representatives at the Indian Mountaineering Foundation 
(IMF). Having completed the world’s fastest IMF briefing, thanks to the 
vice-president being double booked, we had a long and fruitful shopping 
trip and departed for Chandigarh, Le Corbusier’s regimented contribution 
to Indian urban planning cheerfully supplemented with the Indian compul-
sion towards colour and chaos. Then it was the long drive to Manali, fight-
ing through holiday traffic, where we met our cook Santabir Sherpa, and 
his assistant Dawa Bhutiya. Santabir was shy but an excellent cook; Dawa 
was more outgoing and provided excellent service with a real care for his 
charges.

From Manali, we continued over the Rohtang pass (4000m) down into 
the Chandra Bhaga valley. The Rothang is exceptionally popular with local 
tourists; there’s a flourishing trade hiring snowsuits to allow those from the 
plains their first experience of  snow. The road is under constant threat of  
rock fall and repair gangs are ever present, but it’s still busy and we queued 
at times. It never ceases to amaze me how, despite the instinct for anarchy 
that bewitches Indian drivers, the traffic still flows.

Once over the pass, the roads were quieter. There is a huge engineering 
project to drive a tunnel from Manali through to the Chandra Bhaga valley 
which will ease the journey, but it won’t be completed for five years. After 
travelling through numerous small villages we turned off  towards the road 
head at Naingarth. Once we arrived, our Rimo guide, Bhim Bahadar Lama, 
introduced us to one of  the elders of  the village who was most gracious in 
allowing us to camp close to the village that night. Bhim remained with us 
for a few days to ensure we were properly settled, our mother hen, clucking 
around to make sure we didn’t get into trouble – and very welcome it was.

Naingarth was idyllic: last stop on the popular pilgrim route to the sacred 
lake of  Neelkantha. There seemed to be a real sense of  community with 
everyone sharing in the work with humour and diligence. It was the time for 
planting of  crops and the animals were being moved further up the valley 
as the snows melted.

The walk-in to base camp took two days, the intermediate camp being 
in a pleasant meadow, lush with flowers and with some large boulders to 
play on. Both days were short, and after a relaxed start we were in camp by 
11am. Some of  the porters visited the sacred lake prior to leaving. The camp 
was in a pleasant spot next to the main river with an excellent view of  the 
main objective. This was our home for the next three weeks, visited only by 
a few passing pilgrims.

Our liaison officer, Palmi, was keen to join us on our acclimatisation  
programme and had some excellent previous experience. He has a plan to 
climb Everest in the next couple of  years. Our first objective was simply to 
gain height; we headed up some moraine and continued past a huge rock 
buttress we named ‘The Lump’, continuing up snow ramps until we reached 

Malcolm Bass leading the first rock tower on the north-west ridge.

around 4,900m. It was a beautiful day and we were able to hang around to 
admire the view and let our bodies adjust. We were still back by midday, 
fortunately since it got unbearably hot in the afternoon.

Next day was due to be a rest, but seeing how everyone was feeling well, 
we pushed our next acclimatisation phase forward by 24 hours, packing 
up for a night out. Guy, Palmi and I headed back up the moraine before 
heading east across the front of  the north-west ridge of  Gangstang towards 
the base of  Neelkantha (5324m). This peak stands as the bastion at the end 
of  the ridge with a very distinctive rock feature on top looking like a figure 
in a lotus position watching over the sacred lake. As we went past the lake, 
Palmi took the opportunity to offer a prayer while we paid our respects. 
On the side of  the lake is a small monument surrounded in gifts, especially 
small iron tridents or trisul; there is also a small box with donations to help 
establish a proper temple on the site.

Once past the lake, we established our camp on a moraine band (4500m) 
and after an uncomfortable night getting used to the tiny tent rose early to 
head around to the west face as soon as possible and head up the slopes to the 
summit. It was a long way round before we found a snow gully that wound 
its way through a series of  rock buttresses. The slope was pockmarked with 
some serious debris from snow and rock fall, concentrating our minds on 
getting back down before the sun hit the face. The slope remained at an  
almost constant 30° until we reached the north-west summit after about  
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four and a half  hours. There was time for the quickest of  photographs and 
then we were moving with alacrity back down the slope towards our tents 
and then base camp for a rest.

Feeling we had just about enough acclimatisation, it was time for the 
main objective. We spent a day sorting food and equipment. Not knowing 
what was in store, we planned for five days, thinking that would allow us 
enough contingency for unforeseen eventualities without adding too much 
to the packs. Early on 6 June, we headed back up the moraine towards the 
base of  the glacier that sits under the north face of  Gangstang. It was unfor-
tunate, but we could see no way around getting on the glacier early, climbing 
a frozen stream before the sun hit it and then waiting all day in the heat  
for an early start next morning. Once on the glacier we were in luck; there 
was a large boulder under which we could get shade and during the day  
produced a small puddle of  melt-water for drinking. We used the time to  
head up towards the start of  the climb, giving us a marker in the dark  
to follow and allowing a good look at the proposed route onto the ridge.

A large debris cone accessed an easy-angled snow-slope which led to the 
ridge; the bergschrund above was covered over and it looked steady. We 
went to bed with the usual sense of  anticipation, both engrossed in our own 
thoughts for the days ahead. At 1am, we headed back to the snow cone and 
made our way up towards the couloir. For the first half  of  the climb to the 
ridge everything was smooth. The climbing was grade II and we were able 
to move together smoothly and efficiently. It was not until we traversed left 
under the rocky outcrops that the angle steepened and the extreme effect of  
the sun on the snow came into play. As we approached the ramp, we had a 

choice between unconsolidated snow and brittle grey ice. I spotted a small 
couloir to the side, a grade IV mixture of  dinner-plating ice and loose rock. 
It did allow us to approach the upper reaches. Then it was unconsolidated 
snow to the cornice, which was exceptionally insecure.

We reached the ridge at 7.30am and after a short break continued towards 
the first tower and the start of  the ridge. We stuck mostly to the ridgeline, 
climbing in crampons on ground that was mostly V Diff  to Hard Severe 
with one or two moves of  5a. The rock was mostly okay as long as you 
took care where to stand and what to pull on. We made good progress up 
towards our next key crux, dubbed the ‘Citadel’, but as evening approached, 
we started looking for a campsite. Settling on a small snow ledge half  over-
hanging the north face, we anchored everything, including ourselves, to the 
rock around it. We didn’t get much sleep but at least we were able to rest.

Next day we took on the Citadel, an imposing and large buttress blocking 
our path. It was obvious we were not going to tackle it head on and the route 
on the north side meant a precarious day working between unconsolidated 
snow bands with little protection. This left the dank west face, which lived 
up to its promise of  uncompromising and loose terrain. After a 5a traverse 
onto the face, we spent the day on loose mixed at around a technical grade 
of  IV/V. Views were limited and we had to guess when we were far enough 
around the Citadel before heading up again to the ridge, relieved to find we 
had got it right. Luck remained on our side as we soon came across a bivy 
site, which, after a solid hour chipping away, became a flat campsite where 
we didn’t need to tie on. Consequently, we had a better night’s sleep and were 
looking forward to the challenges of  the next day and hopefully the summit.

Guy Buckingham on the difficult grey tower higher on the ridge. Continuing up the ridge in worsening conditions.
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Zanskar’s Supercouloir

Next morning, 9 June, things started well: having crossed some snow 
slopes we approached a grey rock tower, different in appearance and feel to 
rock we’d experienced so far. Although still loose, looking similar to a large 
pile of  Jenga, it allowed good progress if  taken with care. It was here that 
the technical crux of  the climb came, with a slabby pull onto a large block. 
It was only when fully committed to the block, that you could see it was 
completely overhanging the west face and felt some distance apart from the 
main ridge.

Once above the tower, the climbing became a monotonous round of  
small rock buttresses interspersed with sections of  grey ice that was both 
hard and brittle. By this time the altitude and previous work was taking it 
toll, with a sequence of  very slow pitches with both of  us making a beeline 
to any rock showing from the ice to rest our calves. By now the weather 
had deteriorated with a barrage of  icy wind and snow being blown across 
the west face. It was getting towards evening and we’d both donned duvet 
jackets to battle the cold when the top finally came in sight. We were fairly 
subdued when we finally topped out, with a quick ‘selfie’ before finding 
somewhere to camp. The route down was none too obvious and visibility 
was in and out, so we only went about 100m to some soft dry snow which 
made for an easy final bivy site.

Next morning the weather started badly, but it soon cleared and we were 
able to see the way down. It was easy enough, with only a small section 
of  grey ice before an easy stroll down snow ridges towards the west face, 
making our way along the route taken by Martin Moran. Unfortunately this 
included a short climb up a small tooth on the ridgeline, wading through 
knee and thigh-deep snow. It felt like the mountain reminding us who was 
boss. Then we were at the couloir leading to the basin at the bottom of  the 
west face and with four abseils, a lot of  down-climbing and bum-sliding, 
we were at the corrie floor and in relative safety: man-hugs all round. Then 
it was a matter of  six hours of  moraine bashing with heavy packs until we 
reached base camp and gorged on Tang and pakora. With the weather on 
our side we had achieved our objective much quicker than anticipated, ten 
days after reaching base camp, and were able to leave earlier than planned.

Support for the expedition
Expeditions are inevitably expensive and would be untenable if  it weren’t 
for the excellent grants available to support British alpinists attempting  
new routes and first ascents. The British Mountaineering Council, Mount 
Everest Foundation, Austrian Alpine Club and the Montane Alpine 
Club Fund supported us with grants. We are extremely grateful to all four  
bodies. Montane also supported with equipment. High5 Sports Nutrition  
kindly provided us with bars, gels, sports drinks and recovery drinks, 
very convenient for quick recovery in bivouacs. Lyon Equipment helped  
Malcolm with footwear and hardware. Rab supported Guy with clothing 
and the summit tent.

Climbing solid rock high on the first ascent of Supercouloir (ED, 75° max,  
WI 4+, M5/6, 6b) on T16 (6431m) in Zanskar. (Cristina Pogacean)

Southern Zanskar has many unclimbed and little known peaks. In June 2016, the 
Romanians Cosmin Andron and Cristina Pogacean climbed a stunning line on 
a peak known as T16 (6431m) in the Gompe Tokpo area south-west of  Padum. 
Dubbed Supercouloir, they graded their line 1200m, ED, 75° max, WI 4+, M5/6, 
6b, climbed in three days from an ABC at 5,200m.

In the sweltering early summer of  2016 my wife Cristina and I met a  
couple of  Indian friends in Delhi. Prerna Dangi and Karn Kowshik  

were participants in the 2013 ‘Climbathon’ organised by the Indian Moun-
taineering Foundation (IMF). I had been an instructor. Our plan was simple 
yet complicated: Cristina and I were short, really short, of  cash but still  
keen to have an expedition. We peered at maps and reports and one area 
seemed interesting to us: Zanskar. We tried to translate the map of  Japanese 


